CARE INSTRUCTIONS
for DISANO design floor in areas of heavy traffic
Once the floor has been installed, a basic cleaning should be carried out with HARO Clean if required. For this,
please refer to the section "Damp cleaning" under "Intensive care".
Initial treatment:


After the floor has been installed, we recommend that it be treated with clean & green aqua
shield. clean & green aqua shield is applied undiluted with the “Wischwiesel” flat wet-mop.
Evenly apply the clean & green aqua shield lengthways in overlapping lines with the
Wischwiesel. The room temperature should be between 18° and 22°C with relative humidity of
45% to 65%. Coverage: approx. 30 ml/m². Wait about 2 hours before subjecting the floor to
traffic and load. The application of clean & green aqua shield can lead to changes in the gloss
level.

Basic care:
Dry cleaning:
 It is generally sufficient to clean the DISANO design floor dry using a mop, soft broom or vacuum
cleaner.
Damp cleaning:
 We recommend that you damp clean the floor surface regularly, according to how dirty the floor is
and wear and tear, using the parquet cleaner clean & green natural.
 Add half a dosage cap of clean & green natural to five litres of water.
Wipe the surface damp with a well wrung-out cloth. Don't clean the floor surface too damp, always
avoid letting water stand on the surface. By subsequently buffing with a polishing cloth, you can
optimise the shine on your floor surface
Intensive care:

Refreshing:
 To optically refresh the floor and improve durability, we recommend that you use clean & green
aqua shield.
 Start by thoroughly cleaning the floor (dust-free). We recommend clean & green active for this job.
clean & green aqua shield is applied undiluted with the “Wischwiesel” flat wet-mop. Evenly apply
the clean & green aqua shield in overlapping lines with the Wischwiesel. The room temperature
should be between 18° and 22°C with relative humidity of 45% to 65%. Coverage: about 30 ml/m²
(depends on the absorbing power of the surface) Wait about 2 hours before subjecting the floor to
traffic and load. The application of clean & green aqua shield can lead to changes in the gloss
level.
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Damp cleaning:
 Due to heavy usage on the surface of the floor, it will be necessary to clean it in accordance with
how dirty it is. clean & green active is used in this job.
 Add half a dosage cap of clean & green active to five litres of water.
Wipe the surface damp with a well wrung-out cloth. Don't clean the floor surface too damp, always
avoid letting water stand on the surface. If necessary, repeat the process.
 Treat the floor with clean & green aqua shield after each basic cleaning.

Useful tips:
Climatic conditions:
 In order to maintain the quality and beauty of your floor, but also for your own personal well-being, maintain
an indoor climate of approx. 30%-60% relative air humidity with a room temperature of approx. 20ºC.
 To keep the air humidity constant, especially during the heating period, we recommend that you use an
electric air humidifier.
Preservation of Value:



In order to maintain the quality and beauty of your DISANO design floor, it is a good idea to use felt or Teflon
glides (available in your specialist dealer's HARO shop) under chairs and table legs and to use doormats in
the entrance hall (to protect the floor's surface from moisture, dirt and sand).
Chair castors and office roller chairs must comply with German Standard DIN 68 1 31. Use only lined rollers
of type W (soft). A further recommendation is to use the polycarbonate mats that are available in HARO
Shop. Steam cleaning machines are not suitable.
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